A coupling method is developed for univariate extreme value theory, providing an alternative to the use of the tail empirical/quantile processes. Emphasizing the Peak-over-Threshold approach that approximates the distribution above high threshold by the Generalized Pareto distribution, we compare the empirical distribution of exceedances and the empirical distribution associated to the limit Generalized Pareto model and provide sharp bounds for their Wasserstein distance in the second order Wasserstein space. As an application, we recover standard results on the asymptotic behavior of the Hill estimator, the Weissman extreme quantile estimator or the probability weighted moment estimators, shedding some new light on the theory.
Introduction
The purpose of extreme value theory (EVT) is to make statistical inference on the tail region of a probability distribution, e.g. assess rare event probabilities or high order quantiles. In the extreme regime of interest, only a limited number of observations are usually available and classical non parametric methods break down due to the lack of relevant data. To circumvent this issue, extreme value theory assumes some kind of regularity in the tail of the distribution that makes extrapolation possible and allows to exploit moderately high observations for inference in the extreme regime. In the univariate setting, this results in semi-parametric methods where the distribution tail is approximated by a parametric model such as the generalized extreme value (GEV) or generalized Pareto (GP) distribution. Therefore, EVT is essentially an asymptotic theory where the statistical analysis focuses on k extreme observations in a sample of size n, for an intermediate sequence k = k(n) satistfying k → ∞ and k/n → 0 as n → ∞.
In the Peak-over-Threshold (PoT) method, the k largest order statistics are considered; suitably rescaled, they follow approximately the GP distribution and the probability weighted moment (PWM) or maximum likelihood (ML) are classically used to estimate the tail parameters and extreme quantiles (see e.g. Drees (1998) , de Haan and Ferreira (2006) Section 2.3). In the block maxima (BM) method, the data sample is divided into k blocks of size m = ⌊n/k⌋ and the suitably rescaled block maxima follow approximately a GEV distribution whose parameters can again be estimated with PWM or ML method (Ferreira and de Haan, 2015; Segers, 2017, 2018; Dombry and Ferreira, 2019) . In both cases, one has to deal with the fundamental misspecification inherent with EVT: the extreme sample follows only approximately the limiting model (GEV or GP) . This framework also raises the difficult practical issue of the choice of the effective sample size k: larger values of k provide a smaller estimation variance, but also a poorer approximation by the limit model leading to a higher estimation bias. There is a rich literature on methods for threshold selection and bias reduction but we do not address these issues in the present paper. For a general background on extreme value statistics, the reader should refer to the monographs by Beirlant et al. (2004) or de Haan and Ferreira (2006) .
Many results in EVT rely on the theory of empirical processes and use the tail empirical process or the tail quantile process. The purpose of the present paper is to develop an alternative approach emphasizing coupling arguments between the effective extreme sample and an ideal sample from the limiting model. Using the formalism of Wasserstein spaces, we obtain quantitative results measuring the quality of the approximation of the pre-limit model by the limiting model. As a first illustration, we give (in the unbiased case) a simple and elegant proof of the asymptotic normality of the celebrated Hill estimator (Hill, 1975) together with a non asymptotic upper bound for the Wasserstein distance to Gaussianity, see Corollary 3.5.
The philosophy of the coupling method in EVT is that, in the limit GP or GEV model, the behavior of the statistic of interest is often much simpler to analyze. The corresponding result in the PoT or BM framework taking into account the misspecification inherent to EVT is often much more difficult to prove and usually requires involved empirical process theory with weighted norms. We present here how the coupling method can be used to carry over the result from the limit model to the pre-limit model using Wasserstein distance estimates, which works quite smoothly under Lipschitz assumptions. To be more specific, the asymptotic normality of the Hill estimator for Pareto random variables is a straightforward application of the central limit theorem. The PWM based estimators in the GEV and GP models were considered by Hosking et al. (1985) and Hosking and Wallis (1987) respectively and their analysis relies on the general theory of L-estimation for i.i.d. samples. Using the coupling method, these results can be carried over to the PoT or BM framework quite easily, offering an original and conceptually important point of view.
Let us mention that the last decades have seen a fast development of the use of coupling methods, Wasserstein spaces and optimal transport in statistics. The reader should refer to the excellent review by Panaretos and Zemel (2019) and the reference therein. In this paper, we see for the first time how these insightful and powerful notions apply successfully in EVT.
The structure of the present paper is as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the required background on coupling theory and Wasserstein spaces. Then, in a general framework not related to EVT, we state in Theorem 2.3 the equality of the Wasserstein distance (in the second order Wasserstein space) between the distributions of the empirical measures of two i.i.d. samples with the same size and the Wasserstein distance (in the first order Wasserstein space) of the underlying distributions generating the samples. The proof uses elementary coupling arguments together with the more subtle Kantorovitch duality (Villani, 2009, Chapter 5) . We believe this result is quite powerful and may find application in many different situations. In Section 3, we see how it applies to EVT, mostly in the PoT framework, and introduce some background on EVT. In Section 3.2, for the sake of clarity, we first consider the heavy-tailed case and provide a sharp estimate between the empirical measure of observations above high-threshold and the empirical measure associated with i.i.d. Pareto observations (Theorem 3.3). Statistical consequences for the Hill estimator and Weissman extreme quantile estimates are discussed in Corollaries 3.5 and 3.6. Further extensions are considered in Section 3.3: the asymptotic regime where bias occurs, the generalization to all domain of attractions and some results in the BM framework. All the proofs are gathered in Section 4.
We finally introduce some notations used throughout the paper. Given two real-valued sequences (u n ) n≥1 and (v n ) ≥1 , the notation u n = o(v n ) (respectively u n = O(v n )) means that u n = ε n v n for some sequence (ε n ) n≥1 converging to 0 (resp. bounded). Similarly, given two sequences of random variables (U n ) n≥1 and (V n ) n≥1 , the notation U n = o P (V n ) (resp. U n = O P (V n )) means that U n = ε n V n for some sequence of random variables (ε n ) n≥1 converging to 0 in probability (resp. bounded in probability). The notations d = and d −→ stand respectively for equality in distribution and convergence in distribution. All random variable are defined on some underlying probability space (Ω, F , P) and for p ∈ [1, ∞], we denote by · L p the usual norm on L p (Ω, F , P).
Coupling and sampling
We introduce some background on coupling theory and Wasserstein spaces as well as general results about coupling and sampling. More precisely, we evaluate the Wasserstein distance between the empirical distributions of two independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) samples and between statistics thereof.
In the following, we consider a metric space (X , d) endowed with its Borel σ-algebra B(X ). We denote by M(X ) the set of probability measures on (X , B(X )) and by ε x the Dirac mass at x ∈ X .
Background on coupling and Wasserstein spaces
The coupling method has long been an important tool in probability theory, see e.g. the monographs by Lindvall (1992) and Thorisson (2000) . A coupling between two probability measures P 1 , P 2 ∈ M(X ) is a pair of X -valued random variables X 1 , X 2 defined on a common probability space and such that X 1 P 1 and X 2 P 2 . This notion of coupling is crucial in the definition of the Wasserstein distance which is a powerful tool in statistics; it is for instance central in the analysis of the bootstrap by Bickel and Freedman (1981) . We provide below some basic properties of Wasserstein spaces, more details are to be found in Villani (2009) .
The Wasserstein distance of order p ∈ [1, ∞] between two probability measures P 1 , P 2 ∈ M 1 (X ) is defined by
When (X , d) is complete and separable, the infimum in this definition is achieved and there exist optimal couplings, i.e. couplings (X 1 , X 2 ) such that W p (P 1 , P 2 ) = d(X 1 , X 2 ) L p . The Wasserstein space of order p is defined as the set of probability measures
where x 0 ∈ X denotes some origin, i.e. some fixed point whose choice is irrelevant. Note that (W p (X ), W p ) is itself a metric space, which is complete and separable if both p ∈ [1, ∞) and (X , d) is itself complete and separable. Also note that W p (P n , P ) → 0 is equivalent to the convergence in distribution P n d → P together with the convergence of moments
Exemple 2.1. When X = R d is endowed with the Euclidean norm, the Wasserstein space of order p < ∞ simply consists in all probability measures with finite moment of order p, i.e.
For p = ∞, W ∞ (R d ) is the set of probability measures with bounded support. In general, the Wasserstein distance between probability measures on R d cannot be computed explicitly, except in the unidimensional case. When d = 1, optimal couplings are provided by the probability integral transform. For P ∈ M(R), the random variable X = F ← (U) has distribution P , where F ← denotes the quantile function of P and U a random variable with uniform distribution on [0, 1]. Using obvious notations, X 1 = F ← 1 (U) and X 2 = F ← 2 (U) is hence a coupling between P 1 , P 2 ∈ M(R) and it turns out that this coupling is optimal so that
Exemple 2.2. Given a metric space (X , d), the Wasserstein space (W p (X ), W p ) is also a metric space so that we can iterate the construction and consider the second order Wasserstein space W p (W p (X )). An element P ∈ W p (W p (X )) can be seen as the distribution of a random measure Π on (X , d) satisfying the integrability condition E X d(x 0 , x) p Π(dx) < ∞. In the next section, we will consider the empirical distribution of random samples so that random measures and second order Wasserstein spaces will naturally arise. The Wasserstein distance on W p (W p (X )) is denoted by W
(2) p and defined by
Note that Le Gouic and Loubes (2017) have considered second order Wasserstein spaces when discussing Wasserstein barycenters for random measures.
Wasserstein distance between empirical distributions
Consider two i.i.d. samples X 1 , . . . , X n and X * 1 , . . . , X * n , with size n ≥ 1, taking values in (X , d) and with distribution P and P * respectively. The corresponding empirical distributions are defined by
These are random measures on (X , d) satisfying
and similarly with Π * n and P * . The expectation is finite if and only if P ∈ W p (X ) and, according to Example 2.2, the distribution of Π n is then an element of the second order Wasserstein space W p (W p (X )). The following Theorem states that the Wasserstein distance between the distributions of the empirical measures Π n and Π * n is equal to the Wasserstein distance between the distributions P and P * that have generated the samples.
Theorem 2.3. Assume (X , d) is complete and separable. Let p ∈ [1, ∞) and P, P * ∈ W p (X ). Then, W (2) p P Πn , P Π * n = W p (P, P * ).
(1)
Remark 2.4. As will be stated in the proof, the inequality W (2) p P Πn , P Π * n ≤ W p (P, P * ) always holds true, even with p = ∞, and relies on elementary coupling arguments. The assumptions p < ∞ and (X , d) complete and separable are required for the converse inequality whose proof uses the Kantorovitch duality from optimal transport, see Villani (2009, Chapter 5) .
Remark 2.5. Theorem 2.3 can be generalized to samples with random size or weighted samples with random weights. Consider (X i ) i≥1 and (X * i ) i≥1 sequences of i.i.d. random variables with distribution P and P * respectively. Let (w i ) i≥1 be a random sequence of non-negative weights summing up to 1 and independent of the sequences of observations (X i ) i≥1 and (X * i ) i≥1 . The weighted empirical distributions are defined by Π = i≥1 w i ε X i and Π * = i≥1 w i ε X * i and are random elements in W p (X ). Then, Theorem 2.3 still holds and the proof is readily adapted. The case of a sample with random size N corresponds to w i = 1/N for i ≤ N and w i = 0 otherwise. Multinomial weights naturally appear when considering bootstrap procedures.
Wasserstein distance between sample statistics
In many cases, one is interested in statistics S n = S(X 1 , . . . , X n ) and S * n = S(X * 1 , . . . , X * n ). Due to the exchangeability of i.i.d. samples, it is natural to consider symmetric statistics that can be written as a functional of the empirical distributions, that is S n = S(Π n ) and S n = S(Π * n ) -the same letter S is used without risk of confusion. The following corollary of Theorem 2.3 provides a simple upper bound under a natural Lipschitz condition.
Corollary 2.6. Let p ∈ [1, ∞] and P, P * ∈ W p (X ). Let (Y, δ) be a metric space and S : W p (X ) → Y be a Lipschtiz functionnal with Lipschitz constant Lip(S). Then, the statistics S n = S(Π n ) and S * n = S(Π * n ) satisfy
where the Wasserstein distance in the left-hand side is taken on the space W p (Y).
In extreme value theory, important examples of Lipschitz statistics are the moments and probability weighted moments, as stated in the next proposition.
Proposition 2.7.
i) Let p ∈ [1, ∞] and q ∈ [1, p] finite. Consider the moment functional defined, for π ∈ W p (X ), by
3 Wasserstein distance estimates in extreme value theory
Background on univariate extreme value theory
Two main approaches exist in univariate extreme value theory: the Block Maxima (BM) method and the Peaks-over-Threshold (PoT) method. The Fisher-Tipett-Gnedenko theorem (Fisher and Tipett, 1928; Gnedenko, 1943) is the basis of the BM method and states that, if a distribution F satisfies
for some non-degenerate limit distribution G and normalizing sequences a n > 0 and b n ∈ R, then, up to location and scale, the limit distribution G is necessarily equal to an extreme value distribution G γ defined by
The parameter γ ∈ R is called the extreme value index. The case γ = 0 corresponds to the limit as γ → 0 and G 0 is the Gumbel distribution G 0 (x) = exp(− exp(−x)). The link with block maxima is that Equation (2) is equivalent to the convergence of the rescaled maximum
with X 1 , . . . , X n i.i.d. random variables with common distribution F . When Equation (2) holds, we say that F belongs to the max-domain of attraction of G, noted F ∈ D(G).
The characterization of the domain of attraction of G γ is due to Gnedenko (1943) in the case γ = 0 and to de Haan (1971) in the case γ = 0: F ∈ D(G γ ) if and only if the tail quantile function U(t) = F ← (1 − 1/t), t > 1, satisfies the first order condition
for some normalizing function a > 0.
The Peaks-over-Threshold method focuses on exceedances over a high threshold, that is observations of X F satisfying X > u for u closed to the right endpoint x * = sup{x : F (x) > 1}. The Balkema-de Haan-Pickands Theorem (Balkema and de Haan, 1974; Pickands, 1975) states that the first order condition is also equivalent to the convergence
for some positive function f . A possible choice is f (u) = a(1/(1 − F (u))). In terms of exceedances, this writes
where H γ is the Generalized Pareto (GP) distribution
In the framework of regular variation theory, the study of rates of convergence usually relies on second-order regular variation, see de Haan and Ferreira (2006, Chapter B.3) . The so-called second-order condition reads
where ρ ≤ 0 is the second order parameter, the normalizing function A is regularly varying at infinity with index ρ, eventually negative or positive and such that lim t→∞ A(t) = 0 and
3.2 Analysis of the Peak-over-Threshold method (case γ > 0)
We analyze the PoT method and, for the sake of clarity, we consider first the case γ > 0. One can then take a(t) = γU(t) so that the first order condition (4) simplifies into standard regular variation
Equation (6) stating the convergence in distribution of normalized exceedances to the GP distribution is equivalent to
with P α (x) = 1−x −α , x > 1, the Pareto distribution with index α = 1/γ > 0. Furthermore, the second order condition can be simplified into
Pareto approximation of exceedance above high threshold
We consider the rate of the convergence (11) in the Wasserstein space and compare the exceedance distribution P u −1 X|X>u to the Pareto distribution P α in W([1, ∞)). Because the Pareto distribution has finite moments of order p < α only, we introduce the logarithmic distance
We will see below that this distance is also convenient for analyzing the behavior of the Hill estimator and the Weissman quantile estimator.
Without loss of generality, we can assume that the random variable X F is given by
ii) If p < ∞ and F ∈ D(G γ ) with γ > 0, then the function A p is bounded on [t 0 , ∞) and such that lim t→∞ A p (t) = 0.
iii) If the second-order condition (12) holds, then
if p = ∞ and ρ = 0.
Remark 3.2. We discuss the link between X and Z. Conditioning with respect to X is more natural but conditioning w.r.t. Z is mathematically much more convenient. When F is continuous on R, the two coincide since
Then the conditioning event {Z > t} is not measurable with respect to the σ-field generated by X but it can be recovered introducing an extra-randomness. Let W be uniform on [0, 1] and independent of X and consider V = F (X) + (F (X) − F (X − ))W and Z = 1/(1 − V ). Then V has a uniform distribution on [0, 1] and satisfies X = F ← (V ). It follows that Z has a standard unit Pareto distribution and satisfies X = U(Z) so that the conditioning event {Z > t} can be written in terms of X and an auxiliary random variable W .
Approximation of the empirical distribution of exceedances
Peaks-over-Threshold inference uses the fact that the GP distribution is a good approximation for the distribution of exceedances above high threshold and all the statistics of interest are built using only observations above high threshold. It is customary to use a random threshold equal to the order statistic of order n−k so that the exceedances are the k top order statistics. In a first approach, a statistical procedure is often studied on the limiting model itself, that is assuming the exceedances are exactly Pareto distributed. This amounts to neglecting the misspecification inherent to extreme value theory. The error made in this approximation can be quantified by the Wasserstein distance between the empirical distributions. Let X 1 , . . . , X n be an i.i.d. sample with distribution F ∈ D(G γ ), γ > 0 and denote by X 1,n ≤ . . . ≤ X n,n the order statistics. Define the empirical distributions of exceedances above threshold X n+1−k,n by
We compare this empirical distribution to
with Pareto distribution P α . Without loss of generality, we can assume that X i = U(Z i ) with Z 1 , . . . , Z n i.i.d. random variables with standard unit Pareto distribution with order statistics Z 1,n ≤ · · · ≤ Z n,n . We denote by P Π n,k |Z n−k,n =t the conditional distribution of Π n,k given Z n−k,n = t and compare it to
and is equal to T n−k,n = t in the case F is continuous at U(t). Conversely, the conditioning event Z n−k,n = t can be expressed in terms of X n−k,n and an auxiliary random variable W .
iii) If the second order condition (12) holds, then
When X is positive and bounded away from 0, integration with respect to the threshold Z n−k,n provides the following upper bound for the Wasserstein distance between P Π n,k (unconditional distribution) and P Π * k . We denote by β p,q the density of the Beta distribution with parameter (p, q).
Corollary 3.4. If X is positive and bounded away from 0, then
If furthermore F ∈ D(G γ ) and k = k(n) is an intermediate sequence, then
The Hill estimator and Weissman quantile estimates
Using the previous results, we analyze the Hill estimator (Hill, 1975) 
and compare it to the corresponding estimator in the limit Pareto model
The random variables log(X * i ) being i.i.d. with mean γ and variance γ 2 , the central limit theorem implies √ k(γ * k − γ) d −→ N (0, γ 2 ) as n → ∞. Using our bound on W (2) p (P Π n,k |Z n−k,n , P Π * k ), we deduce the asymptotic normality of the Hill estimatorγ n,k and we even obtain a non asymptotic quantitative estimate for the Wasserstein distance to the Gaussian distribution.
Corollary 3.5. Let 1 ≤ p < ∞ and t 0 ≥ 1 such that U(t 0 ) > 0. For 1 ≤ k ≤ n and t ≥ t 0 ,
Corollary 3.5 implies that the Hill estimator is asymptotically normal and asymptotically independent of the threshold X n−k,n as soon as k → ∞ and √ kA p (Z n−k,n ) → 0 in probability. Under the second order condition (12) and with Proposition 3.1 at hand we retrieve the classical condition √ kA(n/k) → 0 for asymptotic normality without bias.
For α ∈ (0, 1), let q(α) = F ← (1 − α) be the quantile of order 1 − α. In order to estimate an extreme quantile q(α n ) with α n = O(1/n), Weissman (1978) proposed to extrapolate from the intermediate quantile q(k/n) thanks to regular variation:
This leads to Weissman extreme quantile estimatê q(α n ) = X n−k,n k nα n γ n,k .
Corollary 3.6. Let 1 ≤ p < ∞. Assume the second order condition (12) holds with ρ < 0. Let k = k(n) be an intermediate sequence and α n = o(k/n). Then, as n → ∞,
When √ kA(n/k) → 0, we deduce the asymptotic normality
Setting z 1−u/2 the Gaussian quantile of order 1 − u/2, we obtain
This confidence interval for q(α n ) with asymptotic level 1 − u is valid for any sequence α n = o(k/n) but it is accurate only if v n → 0, or equivalently log(nα n )/ √ k → 0. We retrieve the fact that the Weissman extreme quantile estimator is consistent if and only if log(nα n )/ √ k → 0 . This excludes arbitrary small value of α n and provides a limit for extrapolation. When log(nα n )/ √ k → 0, the delta-method can be used to recover the standard asymptotic normality
see Theorem 4.3.8 and Corollary 4.3.9 in de Haan and Ferreira (2006) .
Extensions

Dealing with the bias
The asymptotic normality of the Hill estimator is classically considered under the second order condition (12) with the intermediate sequence k = k(n) satisfying √ kA(n/k) → λ ∈ R. The next theorem extends the previous results to cover this case as well. We define the empirical measure
with X * 1 , . . . , X * k i.i.d. with Pareto distribution P α . The empirical measure Π n,k is the same as in Theorem 3.3.
Theorem 3.7. Assume F satisfies the second order condition (12). Let p ∈ [1, ∞) and t 0 ≥ 1 such that U(t 0 ) > 0. For t ≥ t 0 ,
Under the condition
√ kA(n/k) → λ, the asymptotic normality of the Hill estimator follows straightforwardly:
withγ n,k asymptotically independent of the threshold X n−k,n .
Analysis of the case γ ∈ R and probability weighted moments
We consider the theory for all domain of attractions, i.e. without the simplifying assumption γ > 0. Let X 1 , . . . , X n be an i.i.d. sample with distribution F ∈ D(G γ ), γ ∈ R and X * 1 , . . . , X * k be i.i.d. with GP distribution H γ . In view of Equation (6), we compare the empirical distributions
We focus on the case γ < 1 to ensure that the GP distribution H γ defined by Equation (7) has a finite mean. Then H γ ∈ W p ([0, ∞)) for all p ∈ [1, 1/γ + ) with γ + = max(0, γ) and the convention 1/0 = ∞. When focusing on the PWM estimator of the extreme value index, the restriction γ < 1 is sensible because it is required for consistency. We define the function
i) (convergence to the GP distribution) In the Wasserstein space W p ([0, ∞)),
Under the second order condition (8),
If k = k(n) is an intermediate sequence and the second order condition (12) holds, then
Following Hosking and Wallis (1987) (see also Beirlant et al. (2004) Chapter 5.3), the PWM estimatorŝ
are used to estimate the GP parameters after a suitable transformation. We compare the PWM estimators with those of the limit GP model
with X * i,k ≤ · · · ≤ X * k,k the order statistics of the GP sample. The estimation of γ relies on the following relations: for H H γ,σ having a GP distribution with shape γ < 1 and scale σ > 0, it holds
This suggests the estimators 
where g(x, y) = (2 − x/(x − 2y), 2xy/(x − 2y)). Note that in our framework the probability weighted moment are computed for the normalized ex-eedancesX n+1−i,n = (X n+1−i,n − X n−k,n )/f (X n−k,n ) and not directly for the exceedances X n+1−i,n − X n−k,n , i = 1, . . . , k. This has no effect on the estimation of the extreme value index γ but it normalizes the estimator of the scale σ.
Corollary 3.9. In the Wasserstein space W p (R 2 ),
As a consequence, if F ∈ D(G γ ) with γ < 1/2 satisfies the second order condition (8) and k = k(n) is an intermediate sequence such
as n → ∞, with the covariance matrices Γ and Σ respectively given by Hosking (1986, Equation (5. 3) p.28) and Beirlant et al. (2004, expression (iii) p. 162).
Analysis of the block maxima method
We discuss shortly the block maxima method to demonstrate that our results for the PoT method can be extended to the BM case as well. We assume F ∈ D(G γ ) so that the block maxima converge in distribution, that is Equation (2) holds with GEV limit distribution G γ given by (3). We introduce the function V (t) = F ← (e −1/t ), t > 0, so that X = V (Z) has distribution F if Z has a unit Fréchet distribution. It is convenient since, for m ≥ 1, the distribution of V (mZ) is equal to the distribution F m of the the block maxima with size m. Note that the functions U and V are asymptotically equivalent so that the first order condition (4) can be formulated equivalently with U replaced by V . However, when it comes to second order condition, the conditions for U and V are not equivalent, see Drees et al. (2003) and the discussion in the appendix there. The second-order condition for V reads
with A regularly varying with index ρ ≤ 0 and Ψ γ,ρ defined in Equation (9). Consider X 1 , ..., X n an i.i.d sample with distribution F and, for m ≥ 1 and k = ⌊n/m⌋, the block maxima
Consider also M * 1 , . . . , M * k and i.i.d sample with GEV distribution G γ . We compare the empirical measures
Theorem 3.10. Let γ < 1 and p ∈ [1, 1/γ + ).
i) In the Wasserstein space W p ([0, ∞) ),
Consequently, in the second order Wasserstein space W
(2) p ([0, ∞)),
ii) If F has a finite left endpoint and satisfies the first order condition (4) and if m = m(n) → ∞, then
iii) If furthermore the second order condition (16) is satisfied, then
Probability weighted moments in the BM method can then be analyzed similarly as in the PoT method with similar results as in Corollary 3.9.
Proofs
Proofs related to Section 2
Proof of Theorem 2.3. The case W p (P, P * ) = 0 is trivial because we have then P = P * so that the two samples have the same distribution P Πn = P Π * n and W
(2) p (P Πn , P Π * n ) = 0. We assume in the sequel that W p (P, P * ) > 0.
Proof of the upper bound W
(2) p (P Πn , P Π * n ) ≤ W p (P, P * ). For the sake of generality, we consider p ∈ [1, ∞] and do not assume the metric space (X , d) complete and separable. Let ε > 0 and (X,X * ) be a coupling between P and P * such that d(X,X * ) L p ≤ (1 + ε)W p (P, P * ).
Taking i.i.d copies (X 1 ,X * 1 ), ..., (X n ,X * n ) of (X,X * ), we obtain the coupling
For fixed ω, define (Z, Z * ) = (X ι (ω),X * ι (ω)) with ι uniformly distributed on {1, . . . , n}. Clearly Z Π n (ω) and Z * Π * n (ω) so that
In the case 1 ≤ p < ∞, Equation (18) yields
In the case p = +∞, Equation (18) yields similarly
and we get
In both cases, we obtain the announced upper bound by letting ε → 0.
Proof of the lower bound W
(2) p (P Πn , P Π * n ) ≥ W p (P, P * ). We assume now the metric space (X , d) complete and separable and p ∈ [1, ∞). We first consider the case p = 1. By the Kantorovich-Rubinstein duality (Villani, 2009, Remark 6.5) ,
with the infimum taken over all 1-Lipschitz functions ϕ : X → R. Hence, for all ε > 0, there exists a 1-Lipschitz function ϕ : X → R such that
Define the map ϕ ♯ : W 1 (X ) → R by ϕ ♯ (π) = X ϕ dπ. The integral is well defined because ϕ is Lipschitz and π ∈ W 1 (X ). We prove below that ϕ ♯ is 1-Lipschitz: for π 1 , π 2 ∈ W 1 (X ) and (Z 1 , Z 2 ) a coupling between π 1 and π 2 ,
Taking the infimum over all couplings (Z 1 , Z 2 ), we get
proving that ϕ ♯ is 1-Lipschitz. Using the Kantorovich-Rubinstein duality again, we deduce
where the right hand side equals
Equations (19), (20) and (21) together entail W (2) 1 (P Πn , P Π * n ) ≥ (1 − ε)W 1 (P, P * ).
We obtain the announced lower bound by letting ε → 0.
We now consider the case p ∈ (1, +∞). By the Kantorovich duality (Villani, 2009, Theorem 5.10(i) ), for all ε > 0 there exist functions ϕ ∈ L 1 (X , P ) and ψ ∈ L 1 (X , P * ) such that
Define the functions ϕ ♯ , ψ ♯ : W p (X ) → R by ϕ ♯ (π) = X ϕ dπ and ψ ♯ (π) = X ψ dπ. We have ϕ ♯ ∈ L 1 (W(X ), P Πn ) and
Similarly, ψ ♯ ∈ L 1 (W(X ), P Π * n ). Furthermore, for π 1 , π 2 ∈ W p (X ) and (Z 1 , Z 2 ) a coupling between π 1 and π 2 , we have
and, taking the infimum over all couplings, ϕ ♯ (π 1 ) − ψ ♯ (π 2 ) ≤ W p p (π 1 , π 2 ). We deduce, by the Kantorovich duality,
. Letting ε → 0, the announced lower bound follows.
Proof of Corollary 2.6. Let (Π n ,Π * n ) be a coupling between P Πn and P Πn . Since (S(Π n ), S(Π * n )) is a coupling between P Sn and P S * n ,
Taking the infimum in the right hand side over all couplings between P Πn and P Π * n , we get W p (P Sn , P S * n ) ≤ Lip(S)W (2) p (P Πn , P Π * n ). Theorem 2.3 finally entails W p (P Sn , P S * n ) ≤ Lip(S)W p (P, P * ).
Proof of Proposition 2.7. Proof of point i): let π 1 and π 2 ∈ W p (X ) and (X 1 , X 2 ) be a coupling between π 1 and π 2 . By the triangle inequality,
Taking the infimum in the right hand side, we get |S(π 1 ) − S(π 2 )| ≤ W q (π 1 , π 2 ) ≤ W p (π 1 , π 2 ).
Moreover, for π 1 = ε x 0 and π 2 = ε x with x = x 0 , we have S(π 1 ) = 0, S(π 2 ) = d(x 0 , x) > 0 and W p (π 1 , π 2 ) = d(x 0 , x). Hence |S(π 1 ) − S(π 2 )| = W p (π 1 , π 2 ) and Lip(S) = 1. Proof of point ii): Let π 1 and π 2 ∈ W p (X ). By the triangle inequality in L q ([0, 1], (1 − u) s u r du), we have
For all u ∈ [0, 1], we have (1 − u) s u r ≤ 1. We deduce, using the explicit expression of the Wasserstein distance on the real line (see Example 2.1),
Proofs related to Section 3
Proof of Proposition 3.1. Proof of i). We begin with the proof of Equation (14) by giving the expression of the Wasserstein distance on X = [1, ∞) with logarithmic distance d given by (13). Because the logarithm is an isometry between ([1, ∞) , d) and (R, d 2 ) with d 2 the usual Euclidean distance, the Wasserstein distance between probability measures P 1 and P 2 on (X , d) is equal to the Wasserstein distance between the image measures P 1 • log −1 and P 2 • log −1 on (R, d 2 ). Using the explicit form of the Wasserstein distance on R recalled in Example 2.1, we deduce
, with F ← 1 and F ← 2 the quantile functions of P 1 and P 2 respectively. Introducing the change of variable z = 1/(1 − u) and the tail quantile functions
Similarly, in the case p = ∞, we obtain
Specializing these formulas when P 1 = P U (t) −1 X|Z>t and P 2 = P α , we obtain Equation (14) because
To check the first equality, one can use the fact that, given Z > t, Z has the same distribution as tZ so that X/U(t) = U(Z)/U(t) has the same distribution as U(tZ)/U(t). Proof of ii). We next consider the properties of A p when F ∈ D(G γ ), or equivalently, under the first order condition (10). Since the function U is regularly varying at infinity with order γ > 0, Potter's bounds (de Haan and Ferreira, 2006, Proposition B.1.9 p. 366) imply that, for all δ > 0, there exists t 1 > 1 such that
From the second order condition (12), the function f satisfies, as t → ∞,
In the terminology of de Haan and Ferreira (2006, Definition B.2.3) , the function f is of extended regular variations at infinity with index ρ ≤ 0. Equations (24) and (25) together suggest
To justify the limits in Equation (26), we use Theorem B.2.18 p.383 in de Haan and Ferreira (2006) : possibly replacing A by an asymptotically equivalent function, we can assume that for arbitrary ε, δ > 0, there exists t 0 such that
In the case p = [1, ∞), the limit (26) is a consequence of the dominated convergence Theorem where the pointwise convergence is given by Equation (25) and the dominating function by Equation (27).
In the case p = ∞ and ρ < 0, the right hand side in Equation (27) can be made arbitrary small uniformly in z > 1 by choosing ε and δ small enough (note that z δ+ρ < 1 for δ + ρ < 0 and z > 1). This is enough to justify the limit (26) and the value of the limit is 1/|ρ|. In the case p = ∞ and ρ = 0, Equation (27) implies
For arbitrary M > 0, one can choose z > 1 large enough and ε, δ > 0 small enough so that the right hand side is larger than M for t ≥ t 0 . Then, for
Proof of Theorem 3.3. Proof of i). For a random variable Z with standard unit Pareto distribution, the conditional distribution of Z given Z > t is equal to the distribution of tZ. We deduce that the conditional distribution of the k top order statistics (Z n−k+1,n , . . . , Z n,n ) given Z n−k,n = t is equal to the distribution of (tZ 1,k , . . . , tZ k,k ) withZ 1,k ≤ · · · ≤Z k,k the order statistics of an i.i.d. sampleZ 1 , . . . ,Z k with standard unit Pareto margins. As a consequence, the conditional distribution of Π n,k given Z n−k,n = t is equal to the distribution of
Theorem 2.3 implies
Proof of ii). For an intermediate sequence k = k(n), Z n−k,n converges to ∞ in probability as n → ∞. By Proposition 3.1, A p has limit 0 at infinity and it follows
Proof of iii). By Proposition 3.1 point iii), the second order condition implies A p (t) ∼ c p (ρ)A(t) as t → ∞. On the other hand, for an intermediate sequence k = k(n), Z n−k,n = (n/k)(1 + o P (1)) as n → ∞. Combining the two results, we deduce W (2) p P Π n,k |Z n−k,n , P Π * k = A p (Z n−k,n ) = c p (ρ)A(n/k)(1 + o P (1)).
Proof of Corollary 3.4. When X is positive and bounded away from 0, the equality W
(2) p (P Π n,k |Z n−k,n =t , P Π * k ) = A p (t) holds for all t ≥ 1. Integrating with respect to the distribution of Z n−k,n and using the convexity of the Wasserstein distance (Villani, 2009, Theorem 4.8) , we deduce
The last equality holds since Z n−k,n has density β n−k,k+1 (1 − 1/t)/t 2 . For an intermediate sequence k = k(n), Z n−k,n → ∞ in probability and Proposition 3.1 ii) implies that A p (Z n−k,n ) → 0 in probability. Since A p (t) is bounded, E[A p (Z n−k,n )] → 0 whence the Wasserstein distance converges to 0.
Proof of Corollary 3.5. By the triangular inequality,
The first term is estimated by Corollary 2.6 withγ n,k = S(Π n,k ),γ * k = S(Π * k ) and S : W p ([1, ∞)) → R given by ϕ(π) = +∞ 1 log(x)π(dx). Theorem 3.3 and Proposition 2.7 stating that S is Lipschitz with Lip(S) = 1 imply
A change of variable entails
The second term is handled using the central limit theorem in Wasserstein distance derived from Stein's method, see Ross (2011) . We write
An application of Ross (2011, Theorem 3.2) yields
where the constants E|X i | 3 = 4 and EX 4 i = 9 are easily computed sinceX i is a centered standard exponential random variable. With a change of variable, we deduce
Proof of Corollary 3.6. We write v −1 n logq
The asymptotic behavior of the first term is given by Corollary 3.5 together with Proposition 3.1 iii):
The second term can be handled seeing that X n−k,n = U(Z n−k,n ) with Z n−k,n = n k (1 + o P (1)). This implies
where the third line relies on the second order condition (12). The third term is deterministic and satisfies
where the second equality relies on (de Haan and Ferreira, 2006, Theorem 2.3.9.) and on the fact that k/(nα n ) → ∞ and ρ < 0.
Proof of Corollary 3.9 . First note thatM k,n,s andM * k,s for s = 0, 1 are the weighted probability moments associated with the empirical measures Π n,k and Π * k respectively. According to Proposition 2.7 ii), the weighted probability moment functional S (with q = 1, r = 0 and s = 0, 1) is 1-Lipschitz so that Corollary 2.6 implies W p P (M k,n,s ) s=0,1 |Z n−k,n =t , P (M * k,s ) s=0,1 ≤ W (2) p P Π n,k |Z n−k,n =t , P Π * k .
Under the assumption √ kA(n/k) → 0, Theorem 3.8 ii) entails
Hosking (1986, Equation 5 .3) states the joint asymptotic normality ofM * k,0
Then Lemma 1 in Supplement A implies the joint asymptotic normality of M k,n,0 andM k,n,1 :
In view of Equation (15), the asymptotic normality of (γ P W M n,k ,σ P W M n,k ) follows by the delta method, see e.g. van der Vaart van der Vaart (1998), Theorem 3.1 p.26). Since g is infinitely differentiable on R 2 \{(x, y), x = 2y} and (γ, 1) does belong to this set, we can apply the delta method and deduce
with dg (γ,1) the derivative of f at (γ, 1) and N N (0, Σ). We conclude the proof by noting that dg (γ,1) (N) d = N (0, Γ).
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A Supplementary material
Proof of Theorem 3.7. Similar arguments as in the proof of Theorem 3.3 imply
where X * P α . Introducing a random variable Z with standard unit Pareto distribution and the coupling
we deduce, similarly as in Equation (22),
Taking the L p -norm and ε > 0 being arbitrary, we see that W (2) p P Π n,k |Z n−k,n =t , P Π * k,t = o(A(t)) as t → ∞.
With the same notations as in the proof of Corollary 3.5, we comparê γ n,k = ∞ 1 log(x)Π n,k (dx) andγ * k,t = ∞ 1 log(x)Π * k,t (dx).
By Corollary 2.6, W p P √ k(γ n,k −γ)|Z n−k,n , P √ k(γ * k,t −γ) ≤ √ kW (2) p (P Π n,k |Z n−k,n , P Π * k,t ).
On the other hand,
The first term is compared to N (0, γ 2 ) thanks to Equation (28):
The second term is compared to √ kA(t)b(ρ). Using the triangle inequality and x − 2x 2 ≤ log(1 + x) ≤ x for x ≥ −1/2, we get
The last line is a consequence of the law of large numbers in L p norm. Combining the different estimates, we get
and the asymptotic normality of the Hill estimator with bias λb(ρ) follows if k → ∞ and √ kA(n/k) → λ.
Proof of Theorem 3.8. Proof of i). The structure of the proof is the same as the proof of Proposition 3.1. The tail quantile function of P (X−U (t))/a(t)|T >t is given by (U(tz) − U(t))/a(t), z > 1 and the tail quantile function of the GP distribution by (z γ − 1)/γ. The explicit expression of the Wasserstein distance given in Example 2.1 yields W p P (X−U (t))/a(t)|T >t , H γ = A ′ p (t).
The convergence of A ′ p to 0 is a consequence of the dominated convergence Theorem with the domination condition provided by Drees's Theorem (Theorem B.2.18 p.383 in de Haan and Ferreira (2006) ): for all ε, δ > 0, there exists t ′ > 0 such that
where z (γ+δ)p /z 2 is integrable on [1, +∞) for γp < 1 and δ small enough. Under the second order condition (8),
The convergence is proved using the dominated convergence theorem with dominating function provided by de Haan and Ferreira (2006) , Theorem B.3.10 p.392: for ε, δ > 0, there exists t ′ > 0 such that
and the function z (γ+ρ+δ)p /z 2 is integrable on [1, +∞) for (γ + ρ)p < 1 and δ small enough.
Proof of ii). The conditional distribution of the k top order statistics (Z n−k+1,n , . . . , Z n,n ) given Z n−k,n = t is equal to the distribution of (tZ 1,k , . . . , tZ k,k ) withZ 1,k ≤ · · · ≤Z k,k the order statistics of an i.i.d. samplẽ Z 1 , . . . ,Z k with standard unit Pareto margins. We deduce that P Π n,k |Z n−k,n =t is equal to the distribution of
εX i withX i = (U(tZ i ) − U(t))/a(t).
because PX = P (X−U (t))/a(t)|T >t . Under the second order condition (8), the first point of this theorem yields A ′ p (t) ∼ c ′ p (γ, ρ)A(t). Since Z n−k,n = n/k(1 + o P (1)) and A ′ p is regularly varying, we deduce W (2) p P Π n,k |Z n−k,n , P Π * k = A ′ p (Z n−k,n ) = c ′ p (γ, ρ)A(n/k)(1 + o P (1)).
Proof of Theorem 3.10. The proof is similar to the proof of Proposition 3.1. Proof of i). The explicit form of the Wasserstein distance on R recalled in Example 2.1 implies
for all probability measures P 1 , P 2 on R with quantile functions F ← 1 , F ← 2 respectively. Introducing the change of variable z = −1/ log(u) and the functions V i (t) = F ← i (e −1/t ), i = 1, 2, we get W p (P 1 , P 2 ) = 1 0 |V 1 (z) − V 2 (z)| p e −1/z dz z 2 1/p . Since W p (P n , P * n ) → 0 as n → ∞, d(X n , X * n ) L p → 0 and also P[d(X n , X * n )] → 0. As a consequence, writing Lip(f ) for the Lipschitz constant of f ,
Since P * n d → P , we have Ef (X * n ) → Ef (X) where X P and Equation (29) implies Ef (X n ) → Ef (X). Since f is an arbitrary bounded Lipschitz function, we conclude by the Portmanteau Theorem that X n converges weakly to X as n → ∞, that is P n d → P .
